
HOW WE COMMUNICATE

Today’s focus:

❖ Online communication

❖ Face to Face communication

❖ Interviewing communication
Habit 5 

Seek First to Understand, 
Then to Be Understood



ADD 
THIS 
TO 

YOUR 
NOTE-
BOOK!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ohMZ5SOQKhs


ADD 
THIS 
TO 

YOUR 
NOTE-
BOOK!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HffWFd_6bJ0


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KqnyDJOt964


Can you relate?







❖ How often do you check 
your social media page?

❖ How often do you interact 
face-to-face with people 
vs. texting them?

❖ Do you think people use 
social media to hide their 
feelings?

ADD THIS 
TO YOUR 

NOTEBOOK!



BLUE
Love to talk

Direct and honest

Appreciate others

Prefer dealing with people 
concerns, not facts

Pay attention to non-verbal 
communication

GREEN
Rely on facts

Avoid small talk

Logical approach

Argue both sides of the 
issue

Worry they are not 
understood

ORANGE
Say just the right thing

Make decisions quickly

Focus on results

Create energy and 
excitement

Use language as a tool to 
make their point

GOLD
Use clear and precise 
language

Want to follow agendas 
and plans

Establish goals

Reach conclusions quickly

Cut the small talk

HOW COLORS SPEAK



Interviewing…. Think on Your Feet
1. Introduce yourself- say your name and 

shake your partner’s hand.

2. Choose who will be the interviewer             
( Person A)  and interviewee ( Person B) 
will be in the first round

3. Person A will ask all the questions under 
interviewer, Person B will answer the 
questions.

4. When interview is completed, the 
interviewer will tell the interviewee one 
thing they did well and one thing they can
improve.



Interviewing Questions
Person A

1. What are your strengths?

2. Where do you see yourself in 
five years?

3. What advice would you give an 
8th grader coming to North 
next year?

Person B

1. Do you see yourself as a leader?

2. What can you offer here that 
someone else can not?

3. Can you tell me something that 
you accomplished in the past 6 
months that you are proud of?



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rgm3GK-Q81w


A+ Scholarship Program
Tip of the Month

Did you know that the hours you complete during 
Parkway North’s Service Day, NHS and Mu Alpha 
Theta can count toward your A+ hours if you have 
attended the A+ training?

If you missed the September training you have another 
opportunity on NOVEMBER 1st, so mark your 
planners and head to the theater first priority!
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